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The Joke And Its Relation
Dogecoin, created as a joke, has skyrocketed - thanks in part to smart and wacky marketing. So what are the marketing lessons we can learn from it? Find out here.

Four Marketing Elements Behind the Rise of Dogecoin
Cannes Film FestivalIn perhaps the most erudite and humane book of criticism ever written, Let’s Talk About Love, the music journalist Carl Wilson brilliantly used Celine Dion’s album of the same name ...

‘Aline,’ Cannes’ Unauthorized Celine Dion Biopic, Is Like a Will Ferrell Movie Without the Jokes
Justin Riemer, the Republican National Committee’s chief counsel, sought to discourage a Republican Party staffer from posting debunked claims about ballot fraud on RNC accounts, according to an email ...

The Republican Party’s top lawyer called election fraud arguments by Trump’s lawyers a ‘joke’ that could mislead millions
Like every Marvel movie, "Black Widow' has its share of derring-do and superheroes saving the day, but also tackles trauma and reproductive rights.

'We could not have made this movie 10 years ago': How 'Black Widow' got real about trauma and abuse
For Paul Wesley and Ian Somerhalder, their mutual love of bourbon — much like their brotherly bond — has been over a decade in the making. The former co-stars turned business partners are famed ...

Another Decade Together: Paul Wesley and Ian Somerhalder Talk Their Newly Launched Bourbon Brand Brother’s Bond
The Apple TV+ series both mocks and embraces the glories of classic musicals like “Brigadoon,” “Oklahoma!” and “Carousel.” ...

Review: ‘Schmigadoon!’ Has a Song in Its Heart, and Everywhere Else
On The Good Fight Season 5 Episode 4, Kurt's in danger for his alleged involvement in the Capitol attack, while the firm fights over comedy and cancel culture. Our review!

The Good Fight Season 5 Episode 4 Review: And the clerk had a firm...
Pope Francis is elevating the Rev. John Iffert, pastor of St. Stephen Catholic Church in Caseyville, from priest to bishop and sending him to lead the Catholic Diocese of Covington ...

Priest in Illinois Catholic diocese thought his elevation to bishop was a joke
In fact, the churro jokes didn’t even stop after the actual ... In fact, Universal has a helpful guide regarding some of its churro flavors and the strange and amusing tie-in to the ...

The Funny (But True) Story Behind Universal Orlando's VelociCoaster And The Churro Joke That Became A Reality
InvestorPlace - Stock Market News, Stock Advice & Trading Tips At this point, Dogecoin (CCC:DOGE-USD) has become an almost perfectly binary ...

Dogecoin Is in a Head-and-Shoulders Pattern Despite Its Efficiency
Perhaps this show is better off just making messes than engineering a meta-narrative about its right to do so.

The Good Fight Recap: A Lawyer Walks Into a Bar
We had to check our calendars when the latest news from Ford landed in our inbox but as it turns out, this isn’t an April Fools joke; Ford has introduced a new fragrance, called “Mach-Eau”, which ...

Petrol-Sniffing Lovers Rejoice: Ford’s New Mach-Eau Fragrance Is Here To Make The EV Transition Easier
On July 11, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) shared a picture on Twitter promoting its internship programme. The tweet had four pictures featuring successful interns from ...

NASA tweeted Pratima Roy's picture and revealed the complicated science-religion relationship
You’ve got to admit though, for a six-year-old, the drawing of the butt and its seemingly alive fart ... I kind of hope it’s more jokes from the future comedian. Even though this Father ...

Jimmy Kimmel Has The Jokes After Daughter Creates Explicit Card For Father's Day
But the road will have its vengeance!! Why did the rubber chicken ... To get to the udder side. RELATED: Cow Jokes Why did the turtle cross the road? To get to the Shell station.

30 of the Funniest “Why Did the Chicken Cross the Road” Jokes
It's not bad in the sense that its humor is nasty, or even that the jokes are overly gross — it's bad because you get the sense that it sort of hates its ideal viewer. To watch this movie is to ...

Netflix's 'America: The Motion Picture' knows who its audience is. It just doesn't respect it.
Jason Sudeikis returns as the eternally optimistic Ted Lasso in Apple's soccer sitcom for Season. It's just as wonderful, if not more, than Season 1.

Review: Believe in the power of Jason Sudeikis and 'Ted Lasso' Season 2
Many workers watched the show and quickly related characters from The Office with their co-workers, creating running jokes around the water cooler. Many cast members doubled as writers for the ...

‘The Office’ Is So Brilliantly Funny Because Its Cast and Crew Included 5 Harvard Grads
Woot!, the site known for delivering ridiculous deals and silly stunts, is celebrating its 17 th birthday -- including a few celebrity cameos throughout the week-long celebration. The birthday ...
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